
Jaya (17) 
Canadian, high school student 

Jaya is becoming the ‘social glue’ within her family. She knows all/of all the characters in her 
(quite extensive) meandering family tree and the relevant stories which continue to animate her 
family’s life. She’s interested in tracing back her history from Canada to the Caribbean (Trinidad) 
to South Asia, but is running into roadblocks in every direction she turns. At her age, her family 
won’t allow her to spend significant amounts of time in Port of Spain on her own (due to rising 
crime rates), and elder members of the family feel like it is meaningless exercise. Unless her 
aunts are willing to allocate several days to accompanying her to the archives, it’s likely she’ll 
have to abandon the idea, until she’s much older.   

Goals 
            Being at the hub of extended family social connections.  
             
            What’s important to her 
                       Knowing all the important family stories.  
                      
                       Key frustration 
                       Having to rely on others to do the things she wants to do. 

_________________________ 

USER PROFILES



Shivana (33) 
American, foreign correspondent 

Shivana travels frequently for work and her family time is limited due to a sometimes 
unpredictable schedule. South Asia is increasingly becoming one of the regions she 
travels to for work. While her press credentials enable access to some fairly prominent 
areas, she feels she would garner better insight and be able to travel with less 
restrictions if she were a citizen of the region. She is eligible for OCI status (Overseas 
Citizenship of India), which would give her (near) dual citizenship. However, this 
requires documentation confirming her great-grandfather was an Indian citizen, prior to 
migrating to Trinidad under indentureship. With her hectic schedule though, it’ll take 
several years, to connect all the dots between elder family members and the    

  indentureship records.  

       
      Goals 
      To navigate the world more easily. 
      
      What’s important to her 
      To accomplish what she needs to, when she need to.      

      Key frustration 
      Spending time and energy on something and feeling like she’s getting nowhere.  

_________________________ 

USER PROFILES



Tricia (42) 
UK, Lawyer 

Tricia is five generations removed from South Asia. Her grandmother’s memory is 
becoming less reliable with each passing year and she’s concerned the window to trace 
back their history from the Caribbean to the Indian subcontinent may be quickly 
closing. She feels time pressured as she navigates back and forth between sifting 
through indentureship records in Port of Spain and her elder family members now 
dispersed around the world. She wishes she had all the info at her fingertips when she’s 
visiting relatives to help her narrow the field of what she’s looking for in the national 
archives.  

Goals 
       To trace the family’s history to the Indian subcontinent.  

      What’s important to her 
      Reconstructing history before key segments in the family timeline are lost forever.  

      Key frustration 
      Being unable to find/ confirm the facts she’s looking for. 

_________________________ 

USER PROFILES


